The graphical user interface has been accepted as being one of the most important parts of user interactive software projects. Until recatly, however, the design and implementation of such interfaces in Ada was a long and ditlicult process. A solution to this problem was found with the introduction of the X Window System in the mid 1980's. These C libraries make it Aatively easyto construct sophisticatcduscx interfaces. In the last couple of years, seveml organizations have developed bindings to, or implementations of, the X Window System software for use in Ada programs. This paper discusses these efforts in general and concentrates on two sets of bindings that were used in the development of a graphical user interface for a computer wargame.
Introduction
The user interface is the component of the application through which the user's actions are translated into one or more requests for services of the applications, and that provides feedback concerning the outcome of therequestedactions [91.Becauseof the importance of this interaction, the desigu of efficient and easy to use user interfaces is receiving increased attention. Most people now realize that if an application has a user interface that is "uniliendly" or dif6cult to use, it is probably going to sit on the shelf unused. Also, user interfaces using some type of wiudowing system are fastbecoming a common feature of most computer systems. As a result, users tend to expect all application programs to have a professional, polished user-friendly The introduction of the X Window System in the mid 1980's changed the way user interfaces were developed. The X Window System, or X, is a collection (library) of subroutines, written in the C language, that allows for the creation and manipulation of graphical user interfaces using multiple windows.
These subroutines provide the mechanism to achieve the goals previously discussed.
Recognizing the importance of X to the development of user interfaces, some members of the Ada cmnmunity began working on ways to access the X Window System from within Ada programs. The first efforts involved developing bindings to the X routines. Subsequent efforts have looked at ways to implement X in the Ada language. This paper briefly discusses the X Window System and some of the more significant accomplishments in accessing X from Ada programs. Particular attention is paid to the bindings developedby StephenHylandformerly of Science Applications
International Corporation and E. J, Jones of Boeing Aerospace Co~oration. We discuss how these bindings were successfully used at the Air Force Jnstitute of Technology for the desiga and implementation of a user interface for the Saber computer wargame. We describe how to create new bindings along with a summary of problems encountered when wmbining various sets of bindings in a single application. The paper ends with a description of the impact of theX Window System on an objectoriented design and some of the limitations of the bindings.
2 The X Window System
The X Window System, or X, is a device independent, network transparent windowing system that allows for the development of portable graphical user interfaces [10, 11, 16] . It was developed in the mid 1980's at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in response to a need to execute graphical software on several difkxent types of incompatible worksta-300 0-89791 -529-1 /92/0011-0300
tions. Robert Scheifler of MIT and James Gettys of Digital Equipment Corporation (DHC) developed X with the primary goals of portabtity and extensibility [11] . Another major consideration was to restrict the applications developer as little as possible. As a result, X".. . provides mechanism rather than policy" [5:xvii], To achieve these goals, the X Window System relies on the fimdamental principles of network transparency and a requestievent system.
Jn X, each workstation that is to display graphical information (i.e., windows or their contents) must have a process called the X server. According to Douglas Young, the X server " . . . creates and manipulates windows on the screen, produces text and graphics, and handles input devices such as a keyboard and mouse" [16:2] . A client, on the other baud, is any application program that uses the services of the X server. The clients and savers communicate with each other by sending xequests and event notifications over a network.
Whena client wants to perform some action on the display, it communicates this desire by issuing a request to the appropriate X server. Young states:
Clients typically request the server to create, destroy, orrecon@ure windows, or to display text or graphics in a window. Clients can also request information about the current state of windows or other resources.
[164]
TheX server, conversely, communicates with clients by issuing event notifications. Event notifications are sent in response to such user actions as moving a mouse into a window, by pressing a mouse button, or pressing a key on the keyboard. Applications programs act on these events by registering callbacks with the X Window System. A callback is simply a procedure or function that is to be executed when a specitic event occurs.
Xlib
The X Window System was designed to provide the mechanisms for the application program to control what is seen on the display s-.
The programmer is not constrained by any particular user interface policy. These mechanisms are embodied in a library of C functions known as Xlib. The Xlib routines allow for client control over the display, windows, and input devices. Additionally, the functions provide the capability for clients to design such things as menus, scroll bars, and dialog boxes.
Toolkits
While applications programmers can use the Xlib routines to accomplish any task in X, many fmd the low-level routines tedious and diflkult to use. Jay Tevis [12] . Figure 2 shows the configuration of an Ada program using the SAIC bindings to interface with Xlib. In this figure, the application program has no access to any toolkits or widget sets.
In a manner similar to that used by SAIC, the Boeing Corporation recently developed A& bindings to a large subset of the Xt Intrinsic and the Motif widget set. Their code also provides access to a very limited subset of Xlib fimctions and data types. Like the SAIC eude, Boeing's effort was sponsored by a STARS contract [7] . For the most part, the subroutine names and parameter lists closely mirror the actual C routines. Also, Boeing added a few subprograms to assist in the building of some commonly used parameter lists. The bindings require the Verdix Ada Development System (V-ADS) version 5,5 or higher to execute. While the documentation on the software is relatively sparse, it does indicate which modules would require changes in order to port the bindings to other systems. 
New Bindings for the Hex Widget
Since the hex widget is written in the C progmmming hmguage, Ada bindings had to be developed. These hex bindings were modeled after Boeing's bindings to the Motif widget set. Each procedure exported by the hex widget had to have a corresponding A&procedure.
To aid iu understanding, the Ada procedure mmes were given the same names as their C counterparts except that underscores were inserted between words. Thus, the C procedure "Hx.SetHexLabel" became "Hx_SetHex...Label". The complete binding for this procedme is shown in Figwe 5.
As can be seen from the figure, the Ada procedure was implemented with another procedure nested inside of it. The outer procedwe is the one called by the application program. 'llms, the application program should declare variables of the appropriate type to pass into the procedure. The inner procedme is what is actually bound to the corresponding C procedure. In order to distinguish it to the compiler, it is given the same name as the outer procedure except that all underw-aes are removed. It should be noted that the inner procedure has no body in the Ada cude-its body is actually the C procedure.
The actual binding was accomplished using the Adapragma interface and pragma intetiacemame constmcts. In Figure 5 . the pragma intetiace constmct indicates that the inner procechmeis to be bound to a procedure written in the hmguage C. The name of the Ada procedure is then paired with the name of the corresponding C procedure through the pragma interface.. name construct.
The primary purpose of the body of the outer procedure is to convert the Ada input parameters to the types needed by the inner procedure for transfer to the C subroutine. However, the challenge in developing the bindings was determining g exactly what types of parameters should be passed to the C procedures. Table 1 was developed to assist in this determination for some of the major data types. Given the type and mode of the parameter in the outer procedure, the table lists the type for the variable in the inner procedure. It also shows how the type conversion should be accomplished in the body of the outer procedure. In general, if a variable in the outer procedure has a mode of "out", then the corresponding variable in the inner procedure must be of type "System.Address". This is because the C procedure must have the address of the variable ifit is going to set or change the value. One other important point is illustrated in Figure 5 . In C, all strings must be terminated by an ASCII null character. Ada strings, however, typically do not end with this character. Thus, before sending the striug address to the C subroutine, the Ada bindings append an ASCII null.
Combining the Ada Bindings
The rehmkuwhip between the Saber wxw interface and the vaious Ada bindings is shown in Figure 6 , This figure accurately reflects that the Boeing software contains bindings to a small subset of the Xlib functions in addition to the bindings to the Xt Intrinsic and Motif widget set. The user interface may make calls to the Boeing bindings, the SAIC bindings, and the hex widget bindings, In fact, interactions between the. application program and the X Window System are made solely through these bindings.
The Boeing bindings were the primary means of interfacing with the X Window System, while the SAIC bindings were 'I'he unchecked conversion utility allows a sequenceof bits, au addressin the above example, to be treated as a variable of two different types. However. this capability should be used with caution. As Cohen writes, "Abuse of this capability can subvert the elaborate consistency-checking mechanisms built into the Ada language and lead to improper internal representations for data ''[2:8O4] . For the Saberuser interface, however, this was the only way to passcertain variables created through the Boeing bindings as input parameters to the SAIC subroutines.
Problems With SAIC Data Structures.
Since the initial connection with theX serverwas made through the Xt Intriusics via the Boeing bindings, and not through the SAIC code, seveml internal SAIC data structures were not initialized. Because these &ta structures were not initialized, some fimctions provided by the SAIC bindings could not be used, Ilvo of the functions that fell into this category were Default. Depth and Root.Window.
The Mults returned by these fanctions were needed for the creation of the unit symbol pixmaps.
To obtain thesevalues, a binding was created for each fimction and added to the Boeing bindings. Before the values could be used by the SAIC subroutines, however, they had to be converted to the corresponding SAIC types. The value returned by Root-Window was converted using the unchecked conversion described in the previous section, while the value returned by DefaultDepth was converted through simple type conversion.
5 Issues Affecting the Object-Oriented Design We conducted a high-level design of the Saber user interface in the normal object-oriented fashion identifying the primary objects and object classes, the object attributes, and the methods. However, during the detailed design, the issues of when and where to instantiate the objects presented some interesting challenges. In a normal object-oriented Ada program, objects cart be instantiated by other objects or within some controlling module such as the main pmcedme. Unfortumtely, instantiating objects in the main driver procedure does not work very well for programs which use the Xt Intrinsic. The nason for this is that the main procedure of au Xt application program, after performing various initializations, typically enters a main loop though a call to the Xt_Main_Loop function. This routine is an infinite loop that retrieves and dispatches events from the X event queue. When au event is dispatched for which a callback has been registered, processing in the main procedure is suspended and some other subroutine is executed. As we will show, these callback procedures are the ideal place for object instantiation to take place.
For user interfaces using a widget set, objects to be instantiatedinclude widgets such as dialog boxes, menu bars, and push buttons, as well as application specific entities. Since the cneation and manipulation of objects is often driven by user input, it makes sense to instantiate and control them in the callback procedures. For example, selecting a particukir menu item may cause a dialog box to appear which lists the current values of the attributes for a particular object. In this case, a dialog box widget (object) is created and filled with data associated with another object.
Further justification for this design approach can be found by examinin g the hiemrchy of Motif widgets in the context of widget creation. The widgets used in an application program w be arranged in a hieramhy with all widgets, except for the top level widget, having exactly one parent widget. The widget id of the parent must be speciiied whenever a new widget is to be created. By default, callback procedures always receive a parameter specifying the widget for which the callback was registered. If this widget is not the desired parent of the new widget, then the possibility exists that the desired parent widget id can be passed to the callback procedure as a "client data" parameter. Unfortunately, the patent's widget id may not be known at the time when the callback was registcnxi. An alternative solution is to make the parent widget globally available to the callback procedure. This then suggests that the callback procedures be grouped such that all needed parent widgets are visible. In the interests of good software engineering principles, it makes sense to keep the group of global variables and associated callbacks as small as possible.
Our conclusion is that instead of instantiating objects in a main controller procedure, object instantiation is better performed from within traditional and callback procedures which should be grouped into cohesive Ada packages. Some instantiation can be performed via the main procedure calling the traditional procedures during initialization before entering the Xt-iilaitd,oop.
Other objects are mated, manipulated, and destroyed within the controlling package when callback procedures are entered as a result of specific event occurrences. The callback procedures will perform their functions by using the methods associated with the specific objects being controlled.
It is important to realize that the design is still objectoriented. The issues to considerate when and where the objects are to be instantiated and controlled.
Limitations of the Bindings
Thebmdings written forXlib, Xt Intrinsic audMotifwidget set proved to be an indispensable part of the Saber user interface. While there were some weaknesses noted in the software, as a whole the bindings were able to directly or indirectly satisfi the requirements for the user interface. One problem common to the bindings is that they were designed for specific versions of the X software. Specifically, the SAIC bindings are for Xl 1R3 and the Boeing bindings arc for Motif VI .0.
Boeing Bindings
The fit thing one notices when looking at the Boeing software is the lack of documentation. A second weakness is that the bindings do not cover every Motif and Xt Iutrinsics function. This fact is made clear in a "README" file that comes with the softwrue. Some of the "missing" procedurescan be addedwithout too much difficulty. Other functions require a little mom thought, The third dmwback to using the Boeing bindings is that they are currently tied to the Verdix Ada Development System (VADS) version 5.5 or higher. The bindings make use of the "C.Strings", "ASrings", and "Command_Line" packages provided with the VADS library. The use of these packages restricts the portability of the application software. The "README" file included with the Boeing bindings indicates which modules would have to be changed to port the software to machines with dii%nmt Ada compilers. However, the required changes should not be attempted by a novice Ada programmer.
6.1.1 Hardware Dependencies.
Even ifa systemdocs have VADS vexsion 5.5 or higher, there is no guarantee that the Boeing bindings will work eorredy. We found this out the hard way when attempting to use the bindings on a Sun 386i machine running VADS version 5.7 with Unix.
Several test programs were written to gain familimity with the bindings. However. they aborted with "Segmentation Faults" when executed. Analysis of the code showed that they were syntactically and semantically coned.
It was later determined that there were two problems, neither of which were caused by the Boeing bindings or the test progmms. The causes of the problems were found in the Au- For the 386. . . C expects the call to save and restore sny registers it modifies, other thsn eax. Ada expects the caller to do the saving. This works fine when A&calls C, but screws things up when C calls Ada.
These register saves must bedonemanually, through the use of machine-code insertions.
At first glance, it did not appear that these issues would be causing the problems. It was obvious that A& was making calls to C through the Boeing bindings, but it was not readily apparent that C was making any calls back to A&. However. C was making calls to Ada inside of theXt-Main..Loop procedure.
Specifically, after the pushbutton is pressed, the C procedure XLD@xztchEvenr eventually causescontrol to be passed back to the Ada c.allbackprocedure that was registered with the pushbutton. It was at this point that the abovementioned problems caused the "Segmentation Fault".
However, we stmm that this was not a problem with the Boeing bindings. Rather, it is inherent iu the way callback procedures are dispatched. The test programs and the Boeing bindings worked correctly when the software was executed on a Sun Spare Station 2.
SAIC Bindings
We also encountereda problem with the SAIC bindings, when we used them for the creation of the graphical symbols used to represent the air and land units in the Saber user interface. The problem was found when trying to read in the bitmap data created with the Bitmap editor provided with the X Window System software. This simple drawing program allows an application programmer to interactively createbitmap patterns. The pattern is saved in a special format that can be read in by an application program through calls to appropriate Xlib subroutines.
The Bitmap program outputs the bitmap &ta in pups of two hexadecimal digits. Thus, each of these two digit numbmx isintherange O.. FF (or, in decimsl, O. . 255) . However, the SAIC bindings read each two digit number into an eight bit data structure called "BitData" that can only handle numbers in therange-27.
, 27 -1 (or, -128. . 127) . This means that any hexadecimal number greater than 7F is ccmsidemi out of range.
Analysis of the errors revealed that the SAIC programmers made a previous attempt to correct this problem. We coded and tested a solution to the problem that solved the problem without creating any new errors.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a brief overview of the X Window System along with recent efforts for incorpomting its use into Ada programs. One method involving the use of Ada bindings to X was presented in some detail. These bindings served as a example for developing new bindings for a user defined widget. While there were a few exceptions, most of the Ada subprograms bear a close resemblance to their C counterparts. Thus, anyone f* with the calling sequences for the Xlib, the Xt Intrinsies and the Motif widget set should be able to understand the fimctionality of Ada programs that use the Boeing and SAIC bindings.
The impact of the X Window System on object-oriented designlprogramming was also discussed. While object definition is unaffected by X, new approaches are needed for object instantiation and control. This is becauseof the main loop that is entered to obtain and dispatch events ftom the X server.
The continued use of the SAIC and Boeing bindings is encouraged for the development of graphical user interfaces in A&.
